LONG-LASTING RETREAD ENGINEERED FOR SEVERE WEATHER CONDITIONS

This precure retread with an aggressive open-shoulder design delivers exceptional traction, while its new hybrid rubber compound provides more miles to removal.

ENDURANCE WTD RETREAD

GOODYEAR. MORE DRIVEN.
ENDURANCE WTD RETREAD
LONG-WEARING RETREAD ENGINEERED FOR SEVERE WEATHER CONDITIONS

GOODYEAR® ENDURANCE WTD RETREAD BENEFITS

OPEN SHOULDER DESIGN delivers superior new and worn tire traction

DEEP 27/32" TREAD DEPTH puts more wearable rubber on the road for longer tread life

DEEP 21/32" ZIGZAG BLADES help provide exceptional snow traction

NEW HYBRID RUBBER COMPOUND wears slowly, even in high-scrub conditions

APPLICATIONS:

For more information about the Endurance WTD retread, contact your Goodyear Sales Representative or go to goodyeartrucktires.com.

Retreads | Base Width | Tread Depth
--------- | ----------- | ------------
          | in         | mm          | 32nds
Precure   | 8-5/8, 9, 9-1/2 | 220, 230, 240 | 27

Find your total solution at goodyeartrucktires.com.
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